Olympiad Foundation

SAMPLE PAPER CLASS 3rd

Division of Marks
S.No..

Topics/Sec on

No.of Ques on

Marks

1.

English Grammer

10

10

2.

Vocabulary

10

10

3.

Comprehension

10

10

4.

Hots

05

05

Total

35

35

INSTRUCTIONS :
1.

Use Blue/Black ballpoint pen only to darken the appropriate circle.

2.

Mark should be dark and should completely ﬁll the circle.

3.

Dark only one circle for each entry.

4.

Dark the circle in the space provided only.

5.

Rough work must not be done on the answer sheet and do not use
white- ﬂuid or any other rubbing material on Answer sheet.
Each ques on carries one mark.

6.
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TIME: 1 Hour

M.M.: 35

Select the correct answer and darken your answer in the table :
Iden fy the type of Noun :

ENGLISH GRAMMAR

1.

We bought some new furniture.
(A) Abstract
(B) Proper

2.

He has been reading 'The old man and the sea' .
(A) Abstract
(C) Common
(B) Proper
(D) Collec ve

(C) Common
(D) Collec ve

Choose the op on that represents the correct part of speech :
3.

If you do not listen to your teacher. I will never learn.
(A) Adverb
(C) Interjec on
(B) Pronoun
(D) Adjec ve

4.

Choose the op on where the word 'your' is used incorrectly.
(A) Have you lost your weight
(B) Did they ask for your's opinion before taking the decision ?
(C) Your book got torn in the scuﬄe.
(D) Your me is precious, don't waste it !

Choose the suitable Pronoun :
5.

Golu is a li le sick, ___________ will not go to school today.
(A) We
(C) You
(B) They
(D) He

6.

My friend Shru and I are going on a trip ___________ are going on the trip this
weekend.
(A) We
(C) You
(B) They
(B) She

Iden fy the word for which adjec ve has been used :
7.

My elder brother will be coming from Mumbai by super fast train.
(A) Elder, Super fast
(C) Brother, train
(B) Brother, Mumbai
(D) My, Mumbai
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8.

The agile monkey vanished in the dense alley of the city.
(A) Dense, city
(C) Vanished, City
(B) Monkey, alley
(D) Agile, dense

Choose the correct form of the verb :
9.

I ___________ Delhi several years ago.
(A) Leave
(B) Were leaving

(C) Was leaving
(D) Le

Choose the suitable Conjunc on :
10. I brought along a sandwich, ___________ I get hungry
(A) Therefore
(C) Only it
(B) In case
(D) Only but
Choose the correct spelling :

VOCABULARY

11. (A) Asleep
(B) Assleep

(C) Aslleep
(D) Aslepe

12. (A) Borrow
(B) Boorow

(C) Barow
(D) Borrough

Choose the words or phrases with the similar meaning :
13. Pleasure
(A) Medita on
(B) Peaceful

(C) Enjoyment
(D) Admire

14. Humble
(A) Lie
(B) Clever

(C) Proud
(D) Modest

15. Scanty
(A) Shrubs

(B) Meager

(C) Terrible

Antonym Words :
16. Disappear
(A) Visible
(B) Appear

(C) Seen
(D) None of these
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(D) Huge

17. Minor
(A) Major
(B) Captain

(C) Minimum
(D) Master

18. Lenient
(A) Liberal
(B) Strict

(C) Angry
(D) Freedom

Choose the most suitable ques on word :
19. ___________ car do you own ?
(A) How
(B) When

(C) Whose
(D) Which

20. ___________ is in the basket ?
(A) When
(B) What

(C) Whose

(D) None

COMPREHENSION
(Passage 1)
Read the Passage Carefully and ﬁll in the blanks numbered 21 to 25 with the correct
words :
The solar system consists of the sun, moon and (21) _________. It also consists of Comets,
Meteoroid and Asteroids. The sun is the (22) __________ Member of the (23) __________.
In order of distance from the sun, the planets are Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto : The (24) __________ Planet. The sun at the center of
the solar system and the planets, asteroids, comets and meteoroids (25) ______around it.
21. (A) Planets
(B) Water

(C) Clouds
(D) Gases

22. (A) Smallest
(B) Nearest

(C) Largest
(D) Farthest

23. (A) Planet system
(B) Environment system

(C) Sun system
(D) Solar system

24. (A) Dwarf
(B) New

(C) Giant
(D) Old

25. (A) Involve
(B) Absolve

(C) Revolve
(D) Dissolve
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(Passage 2)
Read the Passage given below carefully and then answer the ques ons :
George and Peter were half a mile away from home when they were a acked by a wolf.
"Drive on Fast" shouted George grabbing his gun and taking aim of the wolf. He pilled the
trigger but missed. He then took a big knife, but before he could draw out the knife, the wolf
was on him. George then threw his thick sheepskin up over his head and caught hold of the
wolf with his strong arms. the wolf struggled and bit into the sheepskin up over his head
and caught hold of the wolf with his strong arms. The wolf struggled and bit into the
sheepskin. In the mean while. They reached the village. George was so red by then
reached the village. George was so red by then that he roared out.
"A wolf ! A wolf ! A wolf ! Help ! Stop the car !"
26. A suitable tle for the passage can be (A) "The wolf and the Boys"
(B) "The Boys"

(C) "The Boys"
(D) "George and Peter"

27. How for were the boys from the village when they were a acked by the wolf ?
(A) Half a meter
(C) Already in the village
(B) Half a kilometer
(D) Half a mile
28. How did George hold the wolf ?
(A) With a net
(B) With a gun

(C) With his arms and his sheepskin
(D) None of the above

29. What did George not do ?
(A) He grabbed his gun
(B) He pulled the trigger

(C) Asked Peter to drive fast
(D) He killed the wolf

30. What is the meaning of the word 'roared' in the context of this passage ?
(A) Smiled
(C) Cried
(B) Made a loud sound
(D) None of these
HOTS
Rearrange the words to form meaningful sentences :
31. On / Magnets / Some / Trains / Run
(A) Some trains run on magnets
(B) Magnets trains on some run

(C) Some magnets trains on run
(D) Trains run on magnets some
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32. On / And / Once / Whales / Lived
(A) Land on whales once lived.
(B) Whales once lived on land.

(C) Lived whales on land once
(D) Land once whales lived on.

33. Which of the following 'Rhymes' with dip ?
(A) Nip
(B) Sap

(C) Nap
(D) Dune

34. Which of the following doesn't rhyme with truck ?
(A) Stuck
(C) Duck
(B) Brick
(D) Suck
35. A Vacuum Cleaner is also known as __________.
(A) Broom
(C) Duster
(B) Hoover
(D) All of above

ANSWER KEY

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

C
B
B
B
D
A
A

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

D
D
B
A
A
C
D

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

B
B
A
B
D
B
A
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

C
D
A
C
A
D
C

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

D
B
A
B
A
B
B

